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Testing renormalization group theory at the critical dimension in LiHoF4
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~Received 2 July 2001; published 13 November 2001!

We have performed high-precision specific heat measurements on the Ising dipolar magnet LiHoF4 in the
critical regime~reduced temperatureutu&0.02). Combining these results with existing magnetizationM and
susceptibilityx data, we test renormalization group predictions at the critical dimension. In particular, the
nontrivial prediction thatt2xCPTC /M25

1
3 is well verified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the ground-breaking theoretical work of Larkin a
Khmel’nitskii,1 it has been recognized that dipolar-coupl
Ising magnets, with the physically realizable critical dime
sionalityd* 53, constitute a powerful testing ground for th
theory of critical behavior and particularly of renormaliz
tion group theory~RGT!. In particular, while systems abov
or belowd* should manifest power-law critical behavior,
variety of logarithmic corrections are predicted for magn
at d* . Very close toTC , magnetization, specific heat, su
ceptibility, and other quantities are predicted to vary
talog1/3(t) @ t[ the reduced temperature, (T2TC)/TC],
wherea is the standard mean-field exponent. Among the fi
supporting evidence were the beautiful specific heat (CP)
data of Ahlers, Kornblit, and Guggenheim2 on the dipolar
pseudo-Ising system LiTbF4. ~Specific heat displays a pa
ticularly clear signature of logarithmic corrections since t
mean-field exponenta50.! Other work on the critical be-
havior of the magnetization3 M and susceptibility4 x on this
and similar systems followed, all of which were consiste
with the predictions of RGT. However, the degree of in
siveness with which these results uniquely identify the th
retical analysis as the correct description of the results va
widely.

Along with straightforward predictions of logarithmi
corrections, RGT also predict severaluniversal relationsbe-
tween various physical quantities. For example, it is p
dicted that5

j2j uuCPt2/kB5
3

32p
u ln~ t !u. ~1!

The confirmation6 in LiTbF4 of this relationship between th
longitudinal and transverse correlation lengthsj uu andj and
the specific heat was strong evidence for the existence
magnitude of anomalous corrections to mean-field beha
at d* . Another important universal formula5 for the specific
heat, magnetization, and susceptibility forT,TC is given by

R[t2CPxTC /M25
1

3
~ t,0!. ~2!

Note that, like Eq.~1!, this equation implies more than th
prediction that all three quantities contain a term th
; log1/3(t). Rather, it is a precise statement about the m
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nitudes of the respective quantities in the critical regim
Involving as it does three quantities generally measured
separate experiments, Eq.~2! has only been roughly tested t
date. We will show, using three independent data sets,
this universal prediction is well realized in a true Isin
dipolar-coupled magnet.

II. MATERIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The nature of ferromagnetism in LiHoF4 has been the
subject of substantial study.7 The lowest (5I 8) spin-orbit
manifold of the Ho31 ions is split by crystal fields into a
ground-state doublet, a singlet approximately 9.4 K highe
energy,8 and 15 higher energy states. At the ferromagne
Curie temperatureTC'1.54 K, only the ground state is ap
preciably occupied. Each member of the doublet is itself s
by strong hyperfine interactions (I 57/2) into eight levels
spaced by 205 mK.9 The system is truly Ising like:10 the
doubletg factor along the tetragonalc axis isguu'14 while
g'50. This is in contrast to the pseudodoublet found
LiTbF4, making the Ho system more attractive from th
standpoint of testing theories of Ising critical behavior atd* .
The spins are coupled primarily by dipole-dipole intera
tions, with the nearest-neighbor superexchange interacti11

contributing an antiferromagnetic couplingJ'20.34 K. As
discussed in Ref. 12, exchange interactions in three dim
sions influence critical behavior when14

tf*
~gmB!2

Ja3
~f57/6!. ~3!

Here a is a characteristic lattice parameter. Conservativ
using11 the c-axis lattice parameter of 10.75 Å anduJu
50.34 K, we find that exchange coupling dominates wh
t*0.34. This is a factor of 30 greater than the range of
duced temperature used in the present analysis, implying
we may consider LiHoF4 to be a strictly dipole-coupled Ising
system for the purpose of this paper.

We have measured the specific heat of a 0.1295g sample15

of LiHoF4 in the region of the critical point using a semia
diabatic technique. The sample and single-crystal quartz s
strate~containing a RuO2 thermometer and film heater! were
thermally equilibrated with a3He refrigerator via a mechani
cal heat switch at various temperatures. At each point
substrate thermometer was calibrated against a Ge res
The switch was then opened at a relatively low temperat
©2001 The American Physical Society20-1
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and a series of small heat pulses was introduced, raising
sample temperature an amount proportional to its spe
heat at each substrate temperature. The results, over a
wide range of reduced temperature, are shown in Fig. 1.
find a critical temperatureTC51.5384 K, consistent with
previous results~e.g., 1.5383 K in Ref. 3!.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We used the magnetization data of Griffin, Huster, a
Folweiler,3 measured using an elastic light scattering te
nique. Unfortunately, their experiment did not reach su
ciently low temperatures to saturate the magnetization. F
thermore, the data are given in arbitrary units, while Eq.~2!
perforce refers to absolute units. Taking advantage of the
that the saturation magnetization of LiHoF4 is known10 ac-
curately, we therefore applied the following procedure to fi
the multiplicative factor needed to convert the data of Re
into physical units.

~a! We normalized the absolute temperature-depend
magnetization data6 M (T) from neutron scattering measur
ments of LiTbF4, so that the saturation magnetization w
equal to that of LiHoF4 (89265 emu/g).10,16

~b! We assume that the shapes of the Tb and Ho c
poundM (T) functions are similar, at least at high temper
tures close toTC where the splitting of the Tb system
ground state is comparatively unimportant.

~c! We scaled the data of Ref. 3 to lie on top of th
rescaled LiTbF4 results as a function ofT/TC . This gives the
desired factor.

The results of this procedure are shown in Fig. 2.
The scaling is excellent nearTC . However, the Ho and Tb

data deviate slightly at lowerT. Whether this is due to the
aforementioned splitting, shortcomings of the normalizat
procedure or other intrinsic differences in the two system
unknown.17 This uncertainty could be remedied by care
measurements of the absolute magnetization of LiHoF4 at
one or more temperatures in the range of Ref. 3 and at
ficiently low T to saturate the magnetic moment.

We have used the susceptibility data of Beauvillainet al.4

FIG. 1. Specific heat data for LiHoF4 vs reduced temperature
The solid line is the hyperfine contribution, and the dashed
indicates the phonon contribution.
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One manipulation required in this case was to apply a
magnetization correction. Calling the measured susceptib
in the ferromagnetic statexmax, we compute

x~ t !5@x raw
21 ~ t !2xmax

21 #21. ~4!

The value used forxmax is from an RGT fit.4 The data go
sufficiently low in temperature, however, that this quant
may be read off directly without recourse to a fit. Changes
xmax within the scatter of thex(T,TC) data have negligible
effect on our analysis. The result is shown in Fig. 3. Notab
the relation that is being tested, Eq.~2!, only holdsbelow TC
while the susceptibility data are only meaningfulabovethe
transition. To extract values fort,0 we will use a basic
result of the RGT critical behavior analysis,1 namely, the
‘‘law of two’’: x(T,TC)50.5x(T.TC).

To utilize the specific heat data of Fig. 1, we first su
tracted a hyperfine contribution calculated using basic sta
tical mechanics and the hyperfine coupling constant of R
13. ~The raw data used in the analysis are contained in Ta
I.! This contribution, shown in Fig. 1 as a solid line, is fair

e
FIG. 2. Magnetization of LiTbF4 and LiHoF4 vs temperature,

normalized to LiHoF4’s saturation magnetization. Data from Refs.
and 3, respectively.

FIG. 3. Demagnetization-corrected magnetic susceptibility d
for LiHoF4 vs reduced temperature from Beauvillainet al. ~Ref. 4!.
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small and almost constant over the critical temperature in
val. Thus, this term does not play a major role in testing R
theory by direct fits of logarithmic corrections predicted
RGT to theCP(T) data. However, it is essential to proper
account for it when testing the more constraining condit
implied by Eq.~2!. Similarly, the phonon contributionbT3

should also be subtracted. The result~using a literature
value11 for b) is shown in Fig. 1 as a dashed line. In th
case, the contribution is so small that it is neglected.

Since Eq.~2! pertains to temperatures belowTC ~i.e., t
,0), we must also subtract the mean-field jump experien
by the specific heat atTC . Furthermore, the universal con
dition applies to what might be called thefully critical re-
gime, i.e., whereutu is sufficiently small thatCP} log1/3(t)
1const. To our knowledge, no specific heat experimen
date has accessed this regime~indeed, rounding of the tran
sition due to sample defects may make it impossible to
so!. To extract this behavior from our results, we have fit t
data for 0.0005<utu<0.01 to the form predicted by Ref. 1,

CP~ t !5C1F S 1

4D @11C2ln~C3 /utu!#1/3G . ~5!

The upper values in the parentheses apply whent.0 while
the lower ones apply whent,0. This form ~which is iden-
tical to that used by Ahlers, Kornblit, and Guggenheim2! is
expected to interpolate between relatively larget and the
asymptotically critical region of smallt. The result of a si-
multaneous fit of Eq.~5! above and belowTC is shown in
Fig. 4 with the fit parametersCi found to be C1

TABLE I. Raw specific heat data~no subtractions! in J/(mol K)
as a function of reduced temperature withTC51.5384 K.

t CP(t) t CP(t)

29.64231023 22.48 5.29531024 4.763
29.18531023 22.26 9.44031024 4.796
28.72931023 22.58 1.36731023 4.540
28.28131023 23.13 1.81231023 4.290
27.83931023 23.23 2.27331023 4.203
27.39931023 23.33 2.74131023 4.145
26.95931023 23.26 3.22331023 3.951
26.52131023 23.40 3.71431023 3.989
26.08431023 23.54 4.20231023 4.014
25.65031023 23.64 4.70331023 3.783
25.21831023 23.76 5.21031023 3.802
24.79231023 24.33 5.72931023 3.715
24.37031023 24.30 6.25231023 3.649
23.95031023 24.60 6.77731023 3.699
23.53331023 24.56 7.30831023 3.562
23.12031023 25.19 7.83931023 3.727
22.71631023 25.55 8.37031023 3.583
22.31731023 25.99 8.91431023 3.513
21.92231023 26.01 9.46431023 3.541
21.53331023 26.78
21.14931023 26.80
27.70731024 27.57
21442
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53.818 03 J/mol K, C251.380 91, and C350.129 688.
Note that, as required by RGT, the values of theCi are con-
strained to be the same above and below the Curie po
From Eq.~5!, very nearTC , CP54C1log1/3(C3 /t). It is this
asymptotic function, solely composed of lowest-order c
rections to mean-field behavior, which will be used in testi
the universal relation, Eq.~2!. While one could do something
similar for the succeptibility and magnetization, we choo
not to. This will be discussed below.

We are now in a position to test the RG prediction. T
calculated values ofR are shown in Fig. 5 as a function o
reduced temperature. The temperatures used are those
the M (T) data, and we have fit thex data to a high-order
polynomial to interpolate to these points. The precise po
nomial order used was found to be unimportant in the ana
sis. The scatter in the points predominantly reflects tha
the M (T) data, since the specific heat and susceptibi
components are represented by the aforementioned sm
RGT ~to extract asymptotic behavior! and polynomial~inter-
polation! fits. The value ofTC used in Eq.~2! was that from
the specific heat,TC51.5384 K. The data in Fig. 5 are quit
close to the predicted value of 1/3: the average ofR over the

FIG. 4. Fit of the Larkin-Khmel’nitskii~Ref. 1! theory of Ising
dipolar critical behavior to theCp data nearTC .

FIG. 5. The quantityR[t2CPxTC /M2. The dashed line is the
RGT predicted value of 1/3.
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temperature range shown isR̄50.327, with a standard devia
tion of 1.9%.18 While gratifying, we conservatively estimat
systematic uncertainties@mainly connected with the norma
ization of M (T)# of 64%. Since we have used thex andM
data ‘‘as is,’’ i.e., using the data themselves rather than R
fits, one can also see thatR is essentially constant out to
reduced temperature of20.01, implying that the magnetiza
tion and susceptibility data are essentially ‘‘asymptotic’’ o
to this temperature. This is consistent with the relatively s
cessful fits3,4 to log1/3(t) terms in the original works. The
same may not be said of the specific heat, where the ‘‘in
polative’’ form Eq. ~5! is definitely required to fit the data
The reason for this difference is not known, though it may
related to the fact that the logarithmic term is the lead
behavior for specific heat while it is multiplied by the appr
priate mean-field power oft for M and x ~i.e., x;t21 and
Re

im

r-

21442
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M;t0.5, respectively!. It would be very interesting to exten
Fig. 5 to lower temperatures to observe deviations from
asymptotic value of 1/3. The present analysis is limited
range over which published susceptibility data are availa

In conclusion, we have tested a universal relation p
dicted by renormalization group theory at the critical dime
sion. We find excellent agreement with this prediction. I
provements in the data, particularly reliably normaliz
magnetization data and susceptibility data over a wider te
perature range, would make this test even more powerfu
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